Wood Hall Tree Tour 2013
As part of WMU ‘s Tree campus U.S.A. cer fica on, Western is commi ed to
oﬀering tree related educa on opportuni es to the Kalamazoo community.
The Wood Hall Tree Tour is the first in a series of tours involving trees ,gardens
and other Landscape features that can be enjoyed on the WMU campus as a self
guided tour or as a staﬀ guided tour ( contact the WMU Landscape Services
Department for more informa on). The tree descrip ons provided give points of
iden fica on as well as historical or landscape related facts for each specimen.
The tour takes approximately 30 ‐45 minutes and is an easy, accessible trail
around the center of WMU’s Campus. Comments, correc ons or sugges ons
should be directed to the Natural Areas and Preserves Manager, Steve Keto;
(steve.keto@wmich.edu. )
Enjoy the tour and Thank you for celebra ng trees here with us at WMU.
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#2

#1 AMERICAN
HORNBEAM

RED

HORSECHESTNUT

# 3 PAPERBARK

#4 KATSURA

MAPLE

Cercidiphyllum japonica

Carpinus caroliniana

Aesculus x carnea

Acer griseum

Family: Cercidiphyllaceae

Family: Betulaceae or Birch

Family: Hippocastanaceae or

Family: Aceraceae or Maple

Flowers: Green, inconspicuous; not

Flowers: separate, Male 1” green,
and female 3” White. Not showy

Buckeye

Flowers: Green,

ornamentally significant

Cultivar: Fort McNair

inconspicuous; not

Flowers in: March—April before

Flowers in: March

Flowers: 5” to 8” clusters of

ornamentally significant

leaves.

Fall Color: yellow, orange and red

pink flowers with yellowthroats

Flowers in: April to May

Fall color: yellow to apricot.

Native range: North America

Flowers in: May to June

Fall Color: Russet-red to red

Native range: China, Japan

Diseases: Leaf spot, cankers, twig

Fall Color: Yellow

Native range: Central China

Diseases: none serious.

bilght none of which is serious

Native range developed in

Diseases: No serious problems

Description: Thought to represent

but can cause some dieback.

Germany

Description: True to its name, the

the last relics of an ancient group of

Description: The smooth muscle

Diseases: Less prone to

bark of these trees is smooth,

trees Katsuras have opposite leaves,

like bark and tough wood has

mildew, Blotch, and Leaf

orange-red and peels in a thin

soft wood like conifers and tiny

earned this tree the names Blue

Scorch than A. hippocastanum

papery layer. They are some of the

flowers. The pyramidal spreading

Beech, Ironwood and Musclewood.

Description: Red Horsechestnut is a

few maples on campus with leaves

shape and medium size 40-100’ make

The wood though difficult to work

cross or hybrid, between Common

that have only 3 leaflets*. They can

them a good substitute for the

and generally scarce, has uses in

Horsechestnut and Red Buckeye.

reach a mature height of 20-30’.

American Elm (Ulmus Americana)

tool handles and decorative

The tree makes a fine rounded

Plant in moist, well-drained soil,

decimated by Dutch Elm Disease.

applications. A native understory

30-40’ specimen that is

though they will perform well in

One of the larger broad-leaved trees

tree in Michigan it can be found in

extremely popular in Europe.

clay soil. Adaptable as to pH, site

in Asia it was introduced to North

moist woodlands. These trees can

Unlike one of its parents,

the tree in full sun to partial shade.

America as early as 1865

tolerate periodically flooded

Common Horsechestnut, Red

The excellent foliage, compact

conditions. Unlike it’s close relatives

Horsechestnut is much more

shape and beautiful bark combine

the Birches and Alders, the male

resistant to the unsightly brown

to make Paperbark Maple

flowers called catkins, are not

leaf blotch. This ‘Fort McNair’

unrivaled in aesthetic qualities!

exposed in the winter.

cultivar was discovered on the

(*Term defined on back)

grounds of Fort McNair,
Washington, D.C. and was
Native to MI

selected for its superior foliage
and brilliant flowers.
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#5 JAPANESE MAPLE

#6 SERVICEBERRY

#7 BALD CYPRESS

Acer palmatum

Amelanchier canadensis

Taxodium distichum

#8 AMERICAN

Family: Aceraceae

Family: Rosaceae

Family: Taxodiaceae or

YELLOWWOOD

Flowers: small red to purple

Flowers: Showy white .

Baldcypress

Cladrastis lutea

Flowers in: May to June

Flowers in: April.

Flowers: 4” to 5” brown,

Family: Fabaceae or Pea

Fall color: bronze, purple or red

Fall color: Yellow to red

hanging clusters

Flowers: White, fragrant,

Native Range: Japan , China, Korea.

Native Range: North America

Flowers in: March to April

hanging clusters

Fall Color: bronze

Flowers in: May to Early June

Native Range: Delaware to

Fall Color: Yellow to golden

Florida, west to southern

yellow

Illinois and Louisiana

Native Range: North Carolina

Diseases: Twig Blight, Wood

to Kentucky and Tennessee

Decay, Cypress Moth

Diseases: No serious diseases

Description: A stately tree,

Description: When well

Bald cypress is a good selection for

established, Yellowwood in flower

wet areas, but it is extremely

looks like a pea-green tree dripping

adaptable. The tree has been planted

with white rain! Having few insect

far north of it’s native range and

pests or diseases, Yellowwood

even survives hostile urban

makes an excellent specimen

conditions.

with the best growth being made,

Baldcypress may achieve a height of

oddly enough, in soils with a

70’ but giants up to 100’ tall can

high pH. The species has a

be found in the wild. Plant as a

medium growth rate and will

specimen or group them at the waters

mature at 30-50’ with similar

edge. This species is one of several

spread. The common name is

conifers on campus that are

derived from the color of its

deciduous.

freshly-cut heartwood.

Diseases: none serious

Diseases: rust, fire blight, powdery

Description: Japanese maple are

mildew and other pests of the rose

sought after landscape trees due to

family.

their small size (20-50’), contorted

Description: Also called Juneberry or

trunks and branches and soft colorful

Shadbush, the early white flowers,

red leaves in horizontal layers. A

colorful fruit and fall colors make this

versatile tree in the landscape, it can

a great small tree for woodland edge

be used as a colorful accent, grouped

or naturalized plantings. Plants can be

in shrub boarders, or as a magnificent

grown as single stem tree or clump

specimen tree. Japanese maples add

form. An excellent wildlife tree

an artistic touch to the landscape with

offering flowers and small fruit

many cultivars that vary in color

reminiscent of blueberries that turns

and leaf shape.

from red to purple in June and are
quickly consumed by birds. Trees
can reproduce asexually often forming
thickets surrounding older specimens.

Native to MI
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#9 SHINGLE OAK

#10 CHINQUAPIN

Quercus imbricaria

OAK

ZELKOVA

Family: Fagaceae or Beech

Quercus muehlenbergii

Flowers: Yellow-green

Family: Fagaceae or Beech

hanging, slim, flower cluster

Flowers: Yellow-green,

with no petals

hanging, slim flower cluster

Flowers in: May

with no petals

Fall Color: Yellow-brown to

Flowers in: May

russet-red

Fall Color: Yellow to orange

Native Range: Pennsylvania

brown

to Georgia, west to Nebraska

Native range: Vermont to

and Arkansas. Native to MI

Virginia, west to Nebraska,

Diseases: Anthracnose, Basal

Mexico and Texas, Native to MI

Canker, Leaf Blister

Diseases: No serious diseases

Description: The common name

Description: Chinquapin Oak (also

of this tree is derived from the use

spelled Chinkapin) is not common

made of the wood to make roofing

in the nursery trade as they are

shingles by early settlers. Trees have

difficult to establish in the

a slow to medium growth rate with

landscape.

an ultimate size of 50-60’ tall by an

They can be found on alkaline

equal width. The lustrous dark green

sites and on dry limestone

leaves turn yellow-red in fall and,

outcrops in the wild, but prefer a

when brown, persist through the

rich bottomland soil. They can

winter. Shingle Oaks transplant

grow to 40-50’ in height and

more easily than many oaks and

since their spread is greater than

are adapted to a wide range of soil

their height, they are best suited

conditions.

for parks and other large areas.
The leaves are not lobed like
Native to MI

#11 JAPANESE

many oaks in our area, but
instead display coarse teeth along
the edges.

Zelkova serrata
Family: Ulmaceae or Elm
Flowers: Small green flowers;
not ornamentally significant
Flowers in: April
Fall Color: Yellow to
orange/brown
Native range: Japan, Korea,
China and Taiwan
Diseases: Resistant to Dutch
Elm Disease
Description: The reddish color
and corky spots on the bark look
similar to a cherry tree, but the
Japanese Zelkova is more closely
related to elms. The tree displays a
vase shaped habit of growth similar
to the American Elm. It may attain
a height of 80’ with a similar
spread. Growth rate is fast.
Readily transplanted, pH
adaptable and, once established,
wind and drought tolerant,
Japanese Zelkova is suited to
lawns, residential streets and
parks.

#12 COMMON
HORSECHESTNUT
Aesculus hippocastanum
Family: Hippocastanaceae or
Buckeye
Flowers: 5” to 12” long
clusters of white flowers with
a blotch of yellow and red at
the base
Flowers in: May
Fall Color: Yellow to brown
Native Range: Mountainous
regions of Greece and Albania
Diseases: Leaf Blotch is the
most serious.
Description: Often simply called
“Chestnut”, this tree is very different
from the true chestnut, Castanea.
Seldom planted in the U.S. anymore
due to chestnut blight that decimated
the true native chestnut tree.
Horsechestnuts were once widely
planted for their showy, 12”-long
flowering panicles. Trees can
attain a height of 50-75’ with an
equal spread. Growth rate is
moderate. Transplant to moist,
well-drained soils in full sun or
partial shade. Leaves commonly
become blotched with brown
during the growing season. The

Native to
MI

cultivar ‘Baumannii’ has longer
lasting flowers which do not
produce fruit.
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#14 AUTUMN PURPLE
#13 LIMBER PINE

ASH

#16 ARISTOCRAT PEAR
#15 RED MAPLE

Pyrus calleryana

Acer rubrum

Family: Rosaceae or Rose

Family: Aceraceae or Maple

Cultivar: ‘Aristocrat’

Flowers: Small, fragrant red

Flowers: White flowers

and orange flowers hanging in

forming clusters 3” in

slender, stalked clusters

diameter

Flowers in: March to April

Flowers in: Late April to

Fall Color: Red

early May

Native Range:

Fall Color: Glossy scarlet and

Newfoundaland to Florida,

purple shades

west to Minnesota, Oklahoma

Native Range: Korea and China

and Texas. Native to MI

Diseases: Resistant to

Diseases: Leaf Hoppers,

Fireblight. No serious diseases

Borers

Description: Growth rate of

Description: This species is

‘Aristocrat’ pear is fast with one

appropriately named as there is

individual attaining 36’ in height and

something red on the trees during

a 16’ spread in 15 years. They tolerate

every season; flowers, young fruit,

dryness, air pollution and

twigs and fall foliage. Trees will

compacted soils. ‘ Aristocrat’

attain 40-60’ in height with a

pear has branches that are more

medium growth rate. This is an

horizontal and crotch angles that

excellent tree for lawns and parks.

are stronger than other pear

Red Maples transplant readily and

selections. However, the

are tolerant of soil conditions,

‘Aristocrat’ pears are more

though they prefer slightly acid,

susceptible to fireblight than the

moist soils. They may develop

‘Bradford’ cultivar, especially in

15-35’ in width. They are

chlorosis , a condition that causes

southern states. The species was

considered one of the best pines

the leaves to turn yellow ,in high

introduced in 1908 to,

for midwestern states due to the

pH soils.

unsuccessfully, breed disease

Pinus flexilis
Family: Pinaceae or Pine
Cultivar: ‘Vanderwolf ’
Flowers: Red-purple and
yellow-brown cones
Flowers in: April to May
Fall Color: Dark bluish green
Native Range: Rocky
Mountains north to Alberta,
south to New Mexico and east
to Texas
Diseases: Pine Beetle,
Littleleaf Disease, Nantucket
Moth
Description: This species is often
mistaken for White Pine, though the
needle edges are smooth and not
serrated like White Pine. Easily
transplanted and extremely
adaptable, Limber Pine is one of
the most beautiful 5-needled
pines. Plant in moist, well drained
soil in full sun to partial
shade. Growth rate is slow and
will attain 30-50’ in height and

Fraxinus americana
Family: Oleaceae or Olive
Cultivar: ‘Autumn Purple’
Flowers: Small flowers that
are green, purple and black
Flowers in: April
Fall Color: Reddish purple
Native Range: Nova Scotia to
Minnesota, south to Florida
and Texas
Diseases: Emerald Ash Borer
Description: As its name implies,
‘Autumn Purple’ was selected for
its beautiful red to reddish purple
foliage in the fall. They do not
perform well in harsh conditions
and prefer moist, well-drained
soils, though they are somewhat
pH adaptable. An insect known
as the Emerald Ash Borer has
killed millions of Ash trees in
Michigan and adjacent states.
Ash trees on our campus are
treated with insecticides to
prevent damage.

flexible branches that withstand
heavy snow without damage

resistance into fruiting pears. The
Native to MI

smell of the flowers is considered
unpleasant to many.
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#19 KENTUCKY

#17 SWEET GUM
Liquidambar styraciflua

#18 GINKGO

Family: Hamamelidaceae or

Ginkgo biloba

Witch-hazel

Family: Ginkgoaceae or

Flowers: Small, yellow-green

Maidenhair Tree

flowers; not ornamentally

Flowers: Greenish slim,

significant

cylindrical flower clusters with

Flowers in: Late April to May

no petals; not ornamentally

Fall Color: Rich yellow to

significant

purple red

Flowers in: March to April

Native Range: Connecticut

Fall Color: Excellent yellow

south to Florida and west to

Native Range: Eastern China

Texas

Diseases: Extremely free of

Diseases: Bleeding Necrosis,

pests

Leaf Spots, Sweetgum

Description: The Ginkgo has

Webworm

existed, unchanged, for over 150

Description: Size is 60-75’ tall and

million years on earth! It is the

40-50’ wide. They are somewhat

only remaining species of a group

slow to establish in the landscape, but

of trees that were widely distributed

make an excellent lawn or park

in prehistoric times. It can grow

tree where there is adequate room

to 80’ in height, with a growth

for root development. An

rate of slow to medium, attaining

excellent plant for moist soil

10-12’ in height over 12 years.

areas. The star-shaped, 5-7 lobed

Ginkgo is an “urban-tolerant”

leaves change from deep green in

tree that establishes easily, is

the summer to yellow-purple-red

very pH adaptable, tolerant of air

in the fall. Fall color is variable.

pollution, heat and salts. Foliage

The fruit is a woody multiple

is uniquely fan-shaped and turns

capsule, popularly called a

a stunning yellow in autumn.

gumball, containing seeds

Introduced to the U.S. in 1784.
Female trees are rarely planted as
the flower smell of rancid meat

COFFEETREE

#20 LONDON

Gymnocladus dioicus

PLANETREE

Family: Fabaceae or Pea

Platanus x acerifolia

Flowers: Greenish white 1”

Family: Platanaceae or

long hanging flower clusters

Planetree

Flowers in: Late May to early

Flowers: Yellowish or reddish

June

flowers in small rounded

Fall Color: Yellow

clusters; not showy

Native Range: New York and

Flowers in: April

Pennsylvania to Minnesota,

Fall Color: Yellow/brown

Nebraska, Oklahoma and

Native range: Eastern North

Tennessee. Native to MI

America

Diseases: No serious diseases

Diseases: Cankerstain,

Description: This is a tall tree, 60-

Powdery Mildew, Plum Borer,

75’ tall and 40-50’ wide, with

Lace Bug

bipinnately compound leaves**-

Description: This tree got its name

one of only a handful of trees

because it was so common in London,

exhibiting this characteristic. Seeds

England where it could survive

from fat pods were roasted and

the coal-smoke polluted air.

used as a coffee substitute by early

Becoming a massive tree, heights

settlers in Kentucky and later by

of 70-80’ and similar spread, it is

troops during the Civil War. A

not useful on small sites.

wonderful native species that

Perhaps the best feature of the

tolerates the worst extremes that

tree is its cream-olive and light

nature and humanity can impose.

brown bark – best enjoyed in

A choice tree for parks, golf

winter. The species was once

courses and other large areas.

considered a “super tree” and has

(**Term defined on back)

become overplanted in the
landscape. This tree is a hybrid

Native to MI

or cross, between the American
Sycamore and the Oriental
Sycamore.
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#23 DAWN REDWOOD

#21 BUR OAK

#22 SOUR GUM

Quercus macrocarpa

Nyssa sylvatica

Family: Fagaceae or Beech

Family: Nyssaceae or Tupelo

Flowers: Greenish, slim

Flowers: Small, greenishwhite

flower cluster with no petals;

flowers on long stalks

not ornamentally significant

Flowers in: May to June

Flowers in: April to May

Fall Color: Yellow/orange to

Fall Color: Yellow/green to

scarlet/purple

yellow/brown

Native Range: Maine west to

Native range: Nova Scotia to

Michigan, Missouri and south

Pennsylvania, west to

to Florida and Texas. Native to MI

Manitoba and Texas. Native to MI

Diseases: Canker, Leaf Spots,

Diseases: Anthracnose, Basal

Rust, Leaf Miner and Scale

Canker, Leaf Blister

Description: Sour Gum has a
slow to medium growth rate and

gardens. The fast rate of growth,

may grow 12-15’ in 10-15 years.

pyramidal shape, hardy nature and

The tree can attain a height of 30-

soft feathery deciduous foliage

50’ and a width of 20-30’. The

has made this tree popular in the

foliage turns brilliant colors of

landscape where it can reach up to

yellow, orange, scarlet or maroon

100’. This species has been living

in the fall. Noted plant expert Dr.

for 50 million years and was part

Michael Dirr states that it would

of an ancient landscape familiar to

be one of the top five shade trees

the dinosaurs. Dawn Redwood

in the landscape if it were not so

can be separated from the similar

difficult to establish. Transplant

looking deciduous Baldcypress by

smaller trees to a site in full sun

the opposite arrangements of

with a deep, moist and acidic

leaves, and the broader arching

soil. They do not tolerate soils

leafy twigs.

Description: Trees are easily
recognized by the large, 6-12”
leaves that are more deeply lobed on
the bottom half than on the top half
and by large acorns that are enclosed
½ or more by a fringed cup. This
gives rise to another common
name, Mossycup Oak. Bur Oaks
were the characteristic tree of
savannas called “oak openings”
in the early days of Michigan’s
Settlement and common in
Kalamazoo County where they
would grow 70-80’ tall
and as wide. Rate of growth is

with a high pH.

slow, but they are more tolerant
of city conditions than other oaks.

Native to MI

Native to MI

Metasequoiia
Glyptostroboides
Family: Taxodiaceae
Flowers: yellow , not showy.
Fall color: Brown to orange rust.
Native Range: China
Diseases: Canker and Japanese
betel, none serious.
Description: Prior to 1944 this
species was only known in fossil
records. It was introduced to the
U.S. after the second world war
and propagated by many botanical

#24 LIBERTY ELM
Ulmus americana
Family: Ulmaceae or Elm
Cultivar: American Liberty
Flowers: Small green flowers;
not ornamentally significant
Flowers in: March
Fall Color: Yellow
Native Range: Newfoundland
to Florida, west to the foot of
the Rocky Mts
Diseases: Resistant to Dutch
Elm Disease
Description: In the early part of the
20th century, American Elms graced
the streets of many eastern and
midwestern towns. In 1950 the
Dutch Elm Disease, caused by a
fungus and spread by a beetle,
raced through the country and
killed most of the American
Elms. The Liberty Elm is
described as resistant to D.E.D.
Growth rate is medium to fast
and can grow to be 60-80’ tall.
They are tolerant of a wide
variety of soil conditions.
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TERMS:
Native to Michigan refers to tree species that existed naturally in
Michigan before European settlement. They are adapted to the soils
and weather conditions of this region, so they need little care once
they've become established.
Family refers to a taxomonic classification that groups similar types
of trees together.

#25 River Birch
Betula nigra
Family: Betulaceae
Flowers: not showy
Fall color: yellow
Native range: North America.
Diseases: leaf spot
Description: A very handsome tree
throughout the year due to the
colorful exfoliating bark. Tolerant of
areas that are wet for part of the
year it was originally found along

#26 HACKBERRY
Celtis occidentalis
Family: Hemp Family,
Cannabaceae
Flowers: Yellow to
yellow/green; not
ornamentally significant
Flowers in: April to May
Fall Color: Yellow
Native Range: Quebec to
Manitoba, south to Alabama,

Cultivar, is short for cultivated variety and is denoted by single quotation marks around a descriptive name, ie. ‘Autumn Purple’. This
cultivar arose during the cultivation of White Ash and was bred to
consistently display a specific trait. In this case, that trait is purple
autumn foliage.
Variety is short for geographic variety and is indicated by the word
var. after the specific epithet (species name) and before a descriptor.
An example would be Blue Colorado Spruce, Picea pungens var.
glauca. In this case, natural populations of Colorado Spruce vary
across their geographic range in the degree to which their needles are
bluish = glaucous.
*Leaflet is one leaf segment that is part of a compound leaf.
Simple leaf is one where only one leaf is present
Compound Leaf is a leaf that is made up of two or more leaflets.

streams and bottomland in Eastern

Georgia and Oklahoma. Native to
MI

North America. Plants can be

Diseases: Hackberry nipple

grown as single stem tree but more

gall, leaf spots, witches’ broom

often as multiple stem specimens.

Description: While Common

Unlike other members of the sweet

Hackberry prefers rich moist soils,

birch group the twigs do not have a

it will grow under the most

wintergreen odor. The early ripening

adverse conditions such as those at

fruit is an adaptation to spring

this site where the soil is sandy,

flooding where seeds would be

rocky and the pH is alkaline.

dispersed by flood waters and

De-icing salts are used in the

deposited on freshly exposed mud..

winter and summer time brings

River Birch are generally pyramidal

baking soils and hot, dry winds.

in shape when young with mature trees

It’s the perfect location for a

developing a more rounded outline.

Hackberry! Hackberry develop a

To determine native distribution, Dr. Edward Voss’s Michigan Flora, Cranbrook
Institute of Science, U of M ,Ann Arbor, MI was consulted.

Trees can reach a height of 40-70’

rough warty bark and provide

Other Refereneces:

with similar crown width.

important wildlife habitat

The Sibley Guide to Trees, by David Allen Sibley, Alfred A. Knopf, New York

throughout their range.

A Field Guide to Trees and Shrubs, by George A. Petrides, Houghton Mifflin Co.
Boston

Native to
MI

Leaflet

compound leaf

**Bipinnately Compound Leaf refers to the arrangement of leaflets
in two rows, one on each side of a common axis (pinnate arrangement). In a bipinnately compound leaf this arrangement occurs twice
within the leaf. For example:

A great many thanks to Dr. Michael Dirr, Manual of Woody Landscape Plants and
Dirr’s Hardy Trees and Shrubs, an Illustrated Encyclopedia, Stipes Publishing
Co, IL, without whose insight and comments this work would not have been possible.

